Abstrax:t. Equations for steady plane MHD orthogonM flows of viscous incompressible fluid of finite electrical conductivity are recast in the hodograph plane by using the Legendre transform function of the streamfuntion. Three examples are studied to illustrate the dew.loped theory. Solutions and geometries for these examples are determined.
1. Introduction. This paper deMs with the application of the hodograph transformation for solving a system of non-linear partiM differential equations governing steady plane magnetohydmdynanfic flow of a viscous incompressible fluid in the presence of a magnetic field. W. F. Ames [1] has given an excellent survey to this method together with its plications to various other fields. Recently. O. P. Chandna et M. [2.3] used the hodograph and Legendre transformations to study non-Newtonian steady plane Migned and transverse MHD flows. O. P. Chandna et M. [4] Mso applied this technique to Navier Stokes eq,ations. In this paper we consider the magnetic and wh,city field vectr are nmt,Mly orthogonM and the dectficM conductivity of the fltid is taken to be fitfite. Since electricM conductivity is finite for most viscous fluid, our acc,unting for finite electficM conductivity mes the flow problem realistic and attractive from both a mathematic md physicM point of view. We study our flows with the objective of deternfining exact solutions to vious flow configurations. The plan of this paper is fdlows: In section 2 the equations e cst into a convenient form for this work. Section where C is an arbitrary constant. Proceeding as before, we obtain tile fi)lh)wing theorem: 
